VII. SUMMERY AND CONCLUSION (recommendations, limitation and Future scope for further study)

Summery: this title itself is a study of democracy set up. There are so many sound reasons for this study work. This is my short effort to make new skeleton of this election system. The existing legislative provisions need to update with demand of people. Almost all the literature review is based on election system and trend of voting behaviour. The main object of this research is to understand the behaviour of voter towards election. Democracy is based on election and election is based on voter. And it is now clear that voter losing their interest in election and democracy. I have tried my best to find those reasons behind non-voting.

From the side of voter there are many points which come forward. The definition of voter is given in Indian constitution. The procedure for enrolment explained. One autonomous body is established for smooth working of election. Government is having almost all provisions but these provisions are on record, in reality voter is suffering from many problems. In data collection most of voters having common points and problems. The different views of votes taken here to understand and to make effective suggestions. Voter has given many instances of election staff in positive and negative form. This is one more reason for losing votes. After the study of voter’s behaviour some suggestions taken from them and those suggestions considered here.

Election commission is autonomous body. The single authority managing, controlling and administering all the matters of election. In pilot survey many election duty staff discussed their views and opinions. These staff also facing many problems during election. Those problems and suitable solutions taken from them. These points are discussed with many staff members and groups. Majority of them confirmed common solution those given solutions I put in my suggestion.

Political parties and recent pattern followed by them is covered in this research. Nature of offences increased in politics. Common offences studied here. Legislative provisions and concern authority is appointed by appropriate government. Root causes for these offences need to find out then can make provisions to control these practices from election. The offences I took in this research are the major offences. The relevant suggestions given to monitor and take significant action.

The supporting media and election democracy work together. The importance of media to provide election related update and other changes in politics and
government comes to know. Political parties are using media for their publicity and communication. For any personal interest politician make news and put in front of society. Election commission also use media for giving updates. Media not only provides information of offences of political parties but also election staff duties. Hard work of media towards democracy is outstanding. Media helps me to complete research and communicate with different parts of society. In the other hand media is at fault for giving paid news and fake news. Unethical activities of media should be answerable. Role of media explained in detail on the basis of previous articles and present data analysis.

At the end this research is based on different corner of election. All information of this ground work is authentic.
Recommendation or suggestion: the suggestions given in this research work is based on detail study. In the study of literature many angles of the title taken and these reviews help me to conduct further analysis. All these recommendations given for the betterment of the democracy.

- Permanent election office should be established. This office will situate at possible levels. People can approach easily to this office and sort out their issues relating to voting or any kind of changes in record.
- Permanent staff should be appointed in election commission. This staff will be independent machinery for election. This machinery work only for election. The administration, management and control should be in hands of this authority. No staff from other government department required at the time of election.
- Number of polling booth should be increase, so voter can approach easily and there will not waiting in standing ques for vote.
- Different seminars for staff improvement//regular staff meetings//planning
- To create all possible sources to educate citizen for election system. Once voter will understand the importance of voting then only voting percentage will increase. It is important to know the reason behind voting percentage.
- Compulsory voting should be implemented. This provision should be executed in strict manner. This will create one kind of responsibility towards election. The consequences of voting should make clear. If voter will avoid this responsibility then some kind of punishment should be given. This punishment should be civil form.
- The election staff should divide area wise and then they will go to door to door to know why people are not casting their vote? What are the reasons behind non-voting. After the study of detail situation all these problems should take on record and forward to government. Government will also think on these issues and find out proper solution. That solution may help voter and they participate in election procedure.
- The procedure for enrolment in voting list and the procedure for making changes in that data are not known to most of citizen. There is need to aware people about all simple steps. How to update their information in voting list.
- Voting data should be stored at centralised server//maintained by centralised act.
• The voting data should be revised time to time. In discussion it come to know that there are so many reasons because of which the election data is not up to date. This not updated data will make problems in further proceedings of election. This will benefit not only to voter but also election staff. Complete voting is not possible if data is not updated.

• Without checking proper educational qualification and experience this election duty should not be allotted to candidate. Most of time, the staff of election duty is not well qualified or experienced for the election duty and they cannot perform the duties. This staff cannot deal properly with any situation. This is the most important reason that people are losing their interest from election system.

• Digitalisation is the new concept of today’s trend. In voting process also, this new technology should be adopted. At present we are following electronic voting machines and the next proposal is of Vvpat system. Both the options are for the benefit of election. There is needed to make some changes like voter should also get the exact information of his or her vote. The faith of voter towards democracy should maintain.

• The provisions regarding qualification and disqualification of electorate should be implemented more strictly. From the time of nomination till election every minute scrutiny should be checked properly. At any point if any document found improper then that candidate should disqualify.

• The basic educational criteria of any minister of any department should be atleast bachelor or masters degree. The person having knowledge of that field can only understand that problems and find out the proper solution for the same.

• Government is spending lots of money on election. Expenses during election should be controlled and managed by oversighted by some concern authority. The politician uses these expenses for their publicity and other related things. Sometimes the amount of these expenses is very huge amount. There should be some check on these expenses.

• In house monitoring of expenses//estimates and expenditure//internal audit programme

• The person having criminal background should not get chance in election. The charges framed on that candidate if proved then he should boycott permanently from election. In the other hand if charges are not proved or the matter is pending in
court of law then also till the final order of comes he or she should be prohibited from election.

• The demoralization is increased in election system and there is urgent need to work on this trend of election. Need to think that how to eradicate these illegal practices from election system. The nature of offences is changing according to new impression of society. To make strict laws is not sufficient but proper execution of law also important.

• The mode of communication should be improved. There should be direct conversation between Voter and concern authority appointed for the election. Any trouble faced by voter can be noted down by authority through direct link, there should not third party involve. Voter’s complain regarding staff or any problem can directly come to concern election authority and they can take that complain on record and guide them properly.

• There is need to establish special court to deal with the matters of election. The disputes relating to election should be dealt in very attentive manner. There is provision of speedy trial this provision is not followed properly. The relevant inquiry or investigation should be done in confidential manner.

• There is need to set time limit for the election related matters. This time limit is required because of many reasons. The procedure followed by court of law is very long-widened. This time may be make changes with evidences and records with the help of influence in the other hand because of this time may be one candidate can loose important opportunity of his political carrier. Because of this time we cannot stop election procedure hence there is need to set time limit for election related matters.

• Judiciary or other government authority should take stringent action against any politician or staff that is not following duties competitively. Without any pressure or any other influence punishment should be given to offender.

• Election commission should arrange some projects at different levels mean Schools, colleges, communities, professional groups. This project may include voter enrolment project, awareness about the rules and regulations, what changes have been taken in the procedure and laws. Continuously this project should take place after interval of time period. In this project voter’s education will develop.
• Procedure for registration and deregistration of political parties should make strict. There should be record of all the parties update from time to time. The political parties or the candidate who lose the election of his or her for more than three times then he or she should get boycott from election or that political party should get de-register.

• The provision of Nota button is now implemented in electronic voting machines. If this button is used by majority of voters then there should organised fresh election.

• At present Election result declare after second or third day after vote counting. To get this result we are depending upon media news update hence, there should be Internet election result system should introduce. In this way ultimately, accountability also get maintain and election result will declare soon.

• When political parties using their party posters, banners, then there should be restriction on such kind posters. While giving speech there should be restriction on making allegations on other political party or any candidate.

• The provisions relating to election offence and criminal offence are more cleared again. If any party or candidate giving any false statement, document or expenditure then this will be counted as offence. At present we are having provisions for control of such kind of offences but these provisions need to revise.
Future Scope for further study: this research is conducted in limited area of suburban Mumbai. The perspectives covered in this work are not sufficient at present democracy. The equation followed in this research is general to particular. There is more benefit to select Particular area for research. This particular area is the limitation of my research. This limited area provides more significant points relevant to my title. The conclusion of this research is based on many points. The literature review of this research play key role to study different scenario from different angles of society. These perspectives taken from history. This previous study helps me to set main research area. In data collection respondent and their Suggestions directed in proper way to complete this research. These suggestions based on different tools. These tools used here to know respondents view. At the end it is very much clear that this research is very small work towards democracy. There are many points which are not covered or not pointed out in my work but still this work will help in future research projects. In future other research scholar can take help of this research to understand basic theme.

- To reduce gender inequality from election in India will take more time and there is need to work out on the same. Women participation bill introduced in 1996 but still it has not achieved its main target. For political awareness there is need to provide training to women so they understand and participate.
- There are many biometric applications launched with different procedure and features. There is need to work on these proposals minutely and make them more effective.
- There is need to study the provisions on the entry of independent candidate in election. Independent candidate and his background is not good for election.
- Voting behaviour need to study with time and different corners. It may be different from place to place and person to person.
- Need to work on casteism in politics. Most of political parties work for their cast and family reputation in particular society. This is not good for democracy.
- Authentication and verification provisions should be amended time to time so that voting environment will become healthy.
- None of the above option is implemented but this is not executed with prescribed intention. Citizens are now using this option upto that extent that election result get delayed. Hence there need of systematic approach.
• In rural areas knowledge and skills of using internet services should be given in different programmes. New and developed sources for communication should establish so that citizen can communicate directly for their problems.
• Democracy is depending upon Public opinion. This opinion is based on their practical experiences. There are many public problems which are not yet solved. Here is the need of technical assistance and scientific approach.
• Government is spending lots of money on election but there is no accountability maintained in expenditure. The limit set by election commission most of time extends by political parties. Expenses used for personal interest.
• Complain box should be given at every polling booth and need to work on those problems.

**Limitation:** election is conducted at different tires and levels. Main structure of election is not different but the problems and views may be different at different places. It is not possible to cover all areas of election. To work in limitation is having some advantages and disadvantages. I took specific area for my research because I want to study in detail. This limited area study provides clear picture of election system. It will become easy to analyse the things and come to proper conclusion. My research area is more specific and distinguishes from others. This specific study followed with limitations.
• My area of research is conducted in sub-urban parts of Mumbai. Some part of this area is developed and some part is underdeveloped. Data collected from both the areas to understand the nature of election system. Respondents have explained their problems faced at the time of election. Election staffs how behave with voters. At the time of any critical situation how this staff deal in proper manner. Political parties make influence on voter. At polling booth there are more possibilities of capturing booth. This area of research concludes from all possible corners. I have set limitation for detail study of election system.
Conclusion: After independence election gone through many phases. In the democracy common people or the voter is main tool. Democracy cannot run without this tool. Previous research failed to cover many points regarding election. After the detail study of system from corners of common people it is concluded that now it is the time to give look to the running structure of election. The rules and regulations are made for the betterment of election. The provisions of these rules and regulations are made on demand of common people. It is not sufficient to make laws but proper implementation of these laws is essential. There is urgency to approve the changes in society and make proper flow with those changes. If this equation is not balanced then there will no democracy. Election procedure should change according to demand of voter then only Voting interest will get new boost. New technology is about verification and security purpose. This prospective of most of people. There is no wrong if follow this system. There will benefit in security and accountability. Today’s world is technology world and they easily welcome this procedure and maybe they will participate in election with more interest. E-voting system will help in many ways. Young generation will come close to voting. This E-voting attached to Aadhar card. This system set more accountable and secure option in voting. There are many alternative options given for voting. In the model of online voting voter can cast his vote without going to booth. Use of biometrics is also more trustworthy option today. In some reviews SMS voting is also introduced with their advantages. Nota provision implemented to know voter’s behaviours towards politician. In this research the main focus given to compulsory voting. When will make voting compulsory then may voter and their interest will come forward and will take decision for their sovereignty. In this research it is come to know that women are not empowered politically. Women’s representation is the requirement of present election system. Democracy will not run on the basis of gender inequality. Complete improvement in the field of election is not possible without women participation. This research also struggles on women participation in election. Decision making power should get in the hands of women from even grass root level. Most of the women are not aware their political rights and some of women are not having interest to represent themselves in government Activities. Women participation will give new face to election and
democracy. Women cannot be ignored from politics and she should come in mainstream of democracy. Women enlighten with her political rights. The offences in political parties directly effects on faith of the people. Election mechanism also gets disturbed because of these practices. Voting behaviour depend upon political parties and their work towards democracy. Caste, communities, religion are rooted in present politics from very long time. Election is the instrument of measurement of political parties. For improvement of election status political parties should perform in better manner. Media play important role in election. Many literatures studied where it is concluded media should banned from interfering media is having direct impact on the election and society. There are many challenges in front of government. Successful democracy is a continues process. It is very difficult in democratic form of country to consider opinions of all citizens. Political parties are having their own opinion and they work in that manner. There are so many political parties working in our country. It is very difficult to eradicate the problems of election form the system. It is not the work of one or two years it will take time and hard efforts. Election policies work smoothly when voter's interest will protect.